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SUMMARY
Community-based prevention strategies for seasonal and pandemic influenza are essential to minimize their potential threat to public health. Our aim was to evaluate the efficacy of hand hygiene interventions in reducing influenza transmission in the community and to investigate the possible modifying effects of latitude, temperature and humidity on hand hygiene efficacy. We identified 979 articles in the initial search and 10 randomized controlled trials met our inclusion criteria. The combination of hand hygiene with facemasks was found to have statistically significant efficacy against laboratory-confirmed influenza while hand hygiene alone did not. Our meta-regression model did not identify statistically significant effects of latitude, temperature or humidity on the efficacy of hand hygiene. Our findings highlight the potential importance of interventions that protect against multiple modes of influenza transmission, and the modest efficacy of hand hygiene suggests that additional measures besides hand hygiene may also be important to control influenza.
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INTRODUCTION
Community-based prevention strategies for seasonal and pandemic influenza are essential to minimize their potential threat to public health [1, 2]. Vaccination is the cornerstone of prevention of seasonal and pandemic influenza virus infections [3]. Although existing evidence demonstrates that vaccination can be an effective approach to protect the population against influenza [4–6], uptake in some populations remains low [7–9]. In the event of a novel influenza pandemic, vaccines that provide good protection against the new strain might not be available for 4–6 months, and other control measures would be required in the interim, including non-pharmaceutical interventions such as hand hygiene [10]. Hand hygiene interventions are appealing because they can be applied in both developed and lesser developed regions at low cost [10, 11].

Influenza virus spreads among humans either by inhalation of virus-loaded droplets into the respiratory tract, by direct contact, e.g. hand shaking, or by indirect contact with infected individuals via contaminated
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The relative importance of alternative modes of transmission is controversial, while the potential for efficacy of hand hygiene implicitly requires that direct or indirect contact is an important mode of transmission [15]. Recent research has suggested that the importance of contact transmission may vary in different regions [16]. For instance, ambient temperature and relative humidity may modify the mode of influenza transmission. Because small droplet transmission is enhanced by low or very high humidity [17], it has been hypothesized that in temperate zones with a cool and dry winter, influenza transmission is predominantly by aerosol while in tropical zones with a warm and humid environment, the virus is more often transmitted by the contact route [16]. If this hypothesis is correct, the effectiveness of hand hygiene interventions would be expected to vary by latitude, ambient temperature and humidity. If virus transmission in temperate zones primarily occurs by aerosol, then hand hygiene interventions would be expected to be less effective.

Since the World Health Organization highlighted the need for controlled trials in formulating the use of non-pharmaceutical interventions in preventing influenza transmission in 2006 [10], various randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and systematic reviews [8, 18] on the effectiveness of hand hygiene interventions in reducing influenza and other respiratory virus infections have been published. By contrast, there are three existing meta-analyses assessing the effectiveness of hand hygiene interventions in preventing respiratory diseases, none of which focused on influenza viruses specifically [19–21]. This systematic review and meta-analysis aims to evaluate the impact of hand hygiene interventions in preventing influenza virus transmission in the community setting and to investigate the possible modifying effects of latitude, temperature and humidity on hand hygiene efficacy for influenza virus infection.

METHODS

This meta-analysis was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta Analyses recommendations (PRISMA) statement [22].

Search strategy

We searched the Medline (January 1946 to November 2013), PubMed (January 1960 to November 2013), EMBASE (1974 to November 2013), and Cochrane Library databases and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (The Cochrane Library, 2013, Issue 11) databases using the following search terms in all fields regardless of publication date and language:

#1: ‘hand hygiene’ OR ‘hand washing’ OR ‘hand-washing’ OR ‘hand-wash’ OR ‘hand sanitizers’ OR ‘hand sanitizer’ OR ‘hand rub’
#2: ‘influenza’ OR ‘flu’ OR ‘respiratory infection’ OR ‘respiratory virus’ OR ‘respiratory tract infection’ OR ‘respiratory illness’ OR ‘fever’ OR ‘cough’ OR ‘sore throat’ OR ‘runny nose’ OR ‘nasal congestion’ OR ‘sneezing’ OR ‘malaise’ OR ‘muscle aches’ OR ‘headache’
#3: #1 AND #2

To identify further studies of interest, manual search was performed with the reference lists of retrieved review articles.

Eligibility criteria

We included any RCT comparing the effect of hand hygiene interventions with no intervention in reducing influenza virus transmission in community settings, in which study subjects or cluster units in a population were assigned prospectively into intervention and control groups using random allocation [23]. A community setting was defined as an open setting without confinement and special care for the participants. Articles describing any hand hygiene-related interventions alone were included.

Study selection

The primary outcome was the relative reduction of influenza virus infections confirmed by reverse-transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction (RT–PCR), virus culture or rapid antigen test in the hand hygiene intervention group compared to the control group. The secondary outcome measure was the relative reduction of influenza-like illnesses (ILI) confirmed by either professional clinical diagnosis or reported symptoms. We adopted a febrile acute respiratory illness (FARI) definition which defines cases as the presence of fever with cough or sore throat [24].

Two independent reviewers (V.W.Y.C., B.J.C.) screened all titles of studies identified by the search strategy individually, then subsequently reviewed the abstracts of the potential relevant studies. If the
studies described hand hygiene interventions and influenza transmission, the reviewers read the full-length text. Further discussion was held if a consensus was not reached.

**Evidence quality assessment**

We evaluated the methodological quality of each outcome with GRADEprofiler (GRADEpro) [25], as recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration. We ranked the quality of evidence of each outcome as high, moderate, low, and very low based on its risk of bias, consistency, directness, precision of the results and publication bias.

**Statistical analysis**

The effect estimates were summarized as risk ratios (RRs) and their corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Due to substantial variation in RRs, the summary statistic was estimated with the conservative Mantel–Haenszel (MH) random-effects model since it accounts for both the potential variability in effects and also the random variability across studies associated with different study designs and settings. We assessed publication bias graphically with Begg’s funnel plot [26] and also implemented Egger’s test [27] and the Begg & Mazumdar rank correlation [26] to quantify the evidence of publication bias statistically. For Egger’s test, we considered evidence of publication bias if the two-tailed \( P \) value was <0.05. For rank correlation, we considered evidence of publication bias if the two-tailed \( P \) value was <0.10 since this test statistic has been shown to be less sensitive than Egger’s test [28]. We calculated the \( I^2 \) statistic to assess the extent of inconsistency for each pooled estimate. The \( I^2 \) statistic quantified the proportion of total variations across effect estimates due to heterogeneity but not sampling error, and ranges from 0% to 100% such that 0% indicates homogeneity and 100% reflects substantial heterogeneity [29].

We performed separate analyses of studies in developed and developing countries due to their systematic differences such as cultural background, educational level, etc., and performed a subgroup analysis of hand hygiene interventions with or without facemask use for both outcomes. Meta-regression was conducted to further assess if any covariates could explain the variation across studies in the effect of hand hygiene on laboratory-confirmed influenza, i.e. the primary outcome. To test for a modifying impact of temperature and humidity on efficacy of hand hygiene, we constructed univariate random-effects regression models with a number of covariates including latitude, average temperature and humidity during studies. We calculated the mean of the average temperature and relative humidity during the recorded study months by using the data provided by WeatherSpark [30], which is a weather website summarizing historical data for the world from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. We carried out the meta-analysis using RevMan version 5.1 software [31] and the Comprehensive Meta-analysis version 2 software [32].

**RESULTS**

**Search results**

We identified 979 articles in the initial database search, of which 41 were retrieved based on their title and abstract content. Of the 41 retrieved articles, ten were eligible for meta-analysis based on our inclusion criteria (see Fig. 1). We excluded 31 studies after the full-length assessment [33–63] for the following reasons: studies were not RCTs, ineligible definition on ILI, no definition on respiratory diseases outcomes, hand hygiene interventions as a part of infection control programme, or no control group (see online Appendix). The characteristics of the ten eligible RCTs are summarized in Table 1, which comprised nine studies assessing laboratory-confirmed influenza [64–72] and ten studies assessing ILI [64–73].

**Quality of evidence**

The methodological qualities of studies were assessed by GRADEpro. Studies that used a laboratory-confirmed influenza outcome were graded as high, while studies with an ILI-only outcome were graded as moderate. The evidence profile for each outcome is summarized in Table 2 (see also online Appendix). All included trials were RCTs with proper randomization and their allocation sequences were properly concealed. They were either single-blinded to the recruiting physician, principal investigator and statisticians or not blinded to any personnel. No significant publication bias was noted (see online Appendix). The imprecision was, however, significant in most of the trials due to small sample size, inadequate case ascertainment, poor compliance to interventions,
and insufficient statistical power. Most (8/10) of the studies received funding from the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, one study was supported by the German Federal Ministry of Health, and one from a pharmaceutical company.

**Efficacy of hand hygiene interventions**

The forest plot for studies conducted in developed countries is shown in Figure 2. There was an insignificant relative risk reduction of 18% in the pooled analysis (RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.66–1.02, I² =0%, P=0.07) of laboratory-confirmed influenza outcome. While a significant reduction of 27% was reported for the hand hygiene and facemask group (RR 0.73, 95% CI 0.60–0.89, I² =0%, P=0.002) was noted for the combined comparison of hand hygiene and facemask use while the result from hand hygiene alone was not statistically significant.

There were only two studies in less developed countries. The efficacy of hand hygiene was not significant in the pooled analysis for the laboratory-confirmed influenza outcome. For the ILI outcome, a non-significant relative increase was observed for the efficacy of combined comparison of hand hygiene and facemask use (see online Appendix).

**Meta-regression**

We used meta-regression to explore if any particular covariate could explain the observed heterogeneity across studies (Table 3). A systematic review suggests that face masks can reduce aerosol transmission of influenza virus [74]; therefore, we conducted meta-regression on hand hygiene interventions without facemask to assess the independent effects of hand
hygiene even after adjusting for potential factors that could impact heterogeneity. For the studies conducted in developed countries, we found that a 10° rise in latitude [relative risk ratio (RRR) 1·28, 95% CI 0·91–1·79, \(P=0·15\)], average temperature (RRR 0·82, 95% CI 0·59–1·13, \(P=0·22\)) and average relative humidity (RRR 0·63, 95% CI 0·32–1·22, \(P=0·17\)) were not statistically significantly associated with a change in the efficacy of hand hygiene in developed countries but the direction of the estimate for relative humidity was consistent with the hypothesis that influenza transmission is predominately by aerosol in temperate zones while the virus is commonly transmitted by contact route in tropical areas (see online Appendix).

### DISCUSSION

We examined the efficacy of hand hygiene interventions in preventing influenza virus transmission in the community. The subgroup analysis from developed countries suggested that a combined intervention consisting of hand hygiene with facemasks is an effective strategy to prevent influenza, but we did not confirm the efficacy of hand hygiene alone for reducing influenza illness. This is consistent with evidence on the important role of aerosol transmission of influenza, such that interventions against contact transmission alone like hand hygiene may not be sufficient to control influenza transmission in the community [75]. However, shortcomings related to statistical power to detect the impact of hand hygiene suggest that future studies should continue to study the impact of hand hygiene independently on laboratory-confirmed influenza outcomes.

Seasonal and pandemic influenza viruses cause a major burden of illness, hospitalization and death. Our review captured studies with the outcomes of laboratory-confirmed influenza or FARI (ILI) which is a fairly specific outcome to influenza. We did not include studies with broader definitions of respiratory illness, which could encompass many other outcomes such as other non-influenza viral infections, asthma exacerbation, allergic rhinitis or non-viral respiratory infections, because the efficacy of hand hygiene intervention on each respiratory illness might vary. According to these inclusion criteria, our review did not include studies that examined the efficacy of hand hygiene against broader respiratory illness outcomes, but these studies did identify reasonable efficacy of hand hygiene interventions [46, 54–56]. For this reason, this meta-analysis goes beyond three formerly published reviews [19–21] by focusing on influenza virus infections rather than any respiratory illness symptoms, and by exploring the hypothesis that modes of transmission may vary from region to region. In our meta-regression model, although we did not find any significant effects, we noted evidence for effects of all three covariates particularly from relative humidity. The insignificant result may due to relatively low sample size.

There are several noteworthy limitations in this review. The greatest limitation is the small number of RCTs that have been conducted to date on the efficacy of hand hygiene to control influenza. Since there are only a few studies involving the same hand hygiene interventions among the included studies, we are unable to provide intervention-specific pooled estimates. The efficacy of individual hand hygiene interventions, hence, cannot be compared. The heterogeneity across studies is another limitation and to address this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>No. of studies (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude (degrees)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\leq 23·5)</td>
<td>7 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;23·5</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University residential hall</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission mode</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interventions evaluated*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sanitizer and facemask</td>
<td>4 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sanitizer, non-antibacterial soap and education</td>
<td>3 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sanitizer</td>
<td>2 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-antibacterial soap and education</td>
<td>2 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-antibacterial soap, education and facemask</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand sanitizer, non-antibacterial soap, education and facemask</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome assessed*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory-confirmed influenza</td>
<td>9 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza-like-illness</td>
<td>9 (50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Some studies assess more than one intervention and outcome.
We performed separate analyses for developed and developing countries' data and meta-regression for hand hygiene only laboratory-conformed in influenza outcome. Although we cannot exclude the possible role of other covariates, we minimized the variations of different study design characteristics by including only RCTs. The variations associated with different settings and different hand hygiene interventions, however, cannot be ignored. The possible clustering effect may also be a limitation in our review. Since we did not adjust for clustering in the analysis, this may lead to skewed results with possibly higher risk of Type I error and narrower confidence intervals.

However, one previous study suggested that clustering effect did not have a significant effect on heterogeneity or overall pooled estimates from their meta-analysis assessing the effectiveness of hand hygiene interventions on infectious disease risk in the community setting [20].

The findings of this review have implications for the recommendations and guidelines of hand hygiene and face mask use in the future. Given the lack of substantial evidence on influenza transmission among human populations in influenza transmission seasonality, particularly in temperate regions, the detailed mechanisms have yet to be explored. The significant findings from hand hygiene intervention alone and subgroup analyses from developing countries' data do not necessarily indicate that hand hygiene is an ineffective measure for preventing influenza virus transmission. Rather, the non-significant results for hand hygiene alone could raise questions on compliance with existing recommendations on hand washing and sanitizing in the community. Indeed, hand washing and sanitizing needs to be practiced properly and after all potential critical contamination events and after all potential critical contamination events on compliance with existing recommendations on hand hygiene in the community. The superior numerical indicators refer to notes in Supplementary Table S2 (see online Appendix).

Table 2. Grade evidence profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality assessment</th>
<th>Risk of bias</th>
<th>Inconsistency</th>
<th>Indirectness</th>
<th>Imprecision</th>
<th>Hand hygiene vs. control (combined data)</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of studies</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Risk of bias</td>
<td>Inconsistency</td>
<td>Indirectness</td>
<td>Risk ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory confirmed influenza (follow-up 2-19 months; assessed with nasal and/or throat swab specimen collected for RT-PCR or Quick-Vue test)</td>
<td>No serious risk of bias</td>
<td>No serious inconsistency</td>
<td>No serious indirectness</td>
<td>Strong association</td>
<td>415/26426 (1·6%)</td>
<td>613/29440 (2·1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinically diagnosed influenza-like illness (follow-up 2-19 months; assessed with FARI definition (fever AND sore throat AND/OR cough))</td>
<td>No serious risk of bias</td>
<td>No serious inconsistency</td>
<td>No serious indirectness</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2171/26490 (8·2%)</td>
<td>3094/29505 (10·5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI, Confidence interval; FARI, febrile acute respiratory illness.
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that might occur throughout the day. The CDC recommends that individuals wash their hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, properly lathering hands, washing soap off, and drying hands completely or if a sink is not available, to use hand sanitizer when hands are not visibly soiled [15]. These recommendations are rarely carried out with high compliance in the general population [79]. Clearly, hand hygiene interventions not only need to be proven effective, but they also need to be widely adopted by most of the population if they are to mitigate influenza transmission effectively. Given the existing public health recommendations and guidelines on using hand hygiene interventions in preventing influenza transmission [11, 80, 81], the compliance rate in the community has not yet been well established. To our knowledge, there are only a few studies exploring interventions to promote hand hygiene practice in the community [82–86]. Further studies, in this regard, are warranted in relation to compliance rates of hand hygiene interventions and the possible interventions to promote such practices in the community.

In conclusion, hand hygiene interventions have been, and will continue to be an important component of the public health response to seasonal and pandemic influenza. However, expectations on the impact of such measures may need to be limited, given the results of our review indicating only potentially modest effects of this specific intervention. Variation in the importance of aerosol transmission in different regions is an intriguing possibility, and could imply the need for greater focus on alternative control measures particularly in temperate zones.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL**

For supplementary material accompanying this paper visit http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S095026881400003X.

---

**Fig. 2.** Risk ratios for the effect of hand hygiene interventions with or without facemask on laboratory-confirmed influenza in studies conducted in developed countries.
Table 3. Univariate regression analyses on different covariates in relation to the risk of laboratory-confirmed influenza in combined countries’ data and developed countries’ data (hand hygiene intervention only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Combined data (six studies)</th>
<th>Developed countries only (four studies)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RRR 95% CI</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude (10° change)</td>
<td>1.00 0.66–1.54</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average temperature (10 °C change)</td>
<td>0.93 0.59–1.49</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average relative humidity (10 percentage point change)</td>
<td>1.20 0.89–1.63</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RRR, Relative risk ratio; CI, confidence interval.

Fig. 3. Risk ratios for the effect of hand hygiene interventions with or without facemask on influenza-like illness in studies conducted in developed countries.
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